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This paper deals with some classes of differential games in 

which one player has no complete information about the phase coordi- 

nates of his partner. The information conditions under consideration 

allow information delay and (or) gaps of information. The equivalence 

of these games with incomplete information to certain games with com- 

plete information is shown. The solutions of a number of special prob- 

lems of differential games are given. 

I. Formulation of the problem. Let the motion of two controlled 

objects (players)~ and ~ on fixed time interval~T]be described 

by differential equations and constraints 

X- 
u ~ U ,  ~ V. (I.I) 

The dimensions of phase-vectors DC, ~ and control-vectors ~ , ~V 

are arbitrary; the vector-functions f , ~ are given; ~ , V are 

bounded closed sets in spaces of vectors ~ , ~ respectively. Dots 

denote the time derivatives. 

The information conditions of X are the following. Let ~ = 

~C~) be a continuously differentiable scalar function on [ to, T] , 

such that 8C~)~ t , t ~ [.to, T]. We assume that the following set of 

quantities becomes known by player X at every moment t ~[~o,Tl: 

~Y--(t, OCC~), ~(~(~))} ; i.e. knows precisely his own phase-vector 

at every moment of time and receives information about phase-vector of 

Y with variable time delay ~ - e(~)~/ 0 o 

The initial data for (I.I) are of the form 

s °, = (z.2) 
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The player X chooses his control vector U at a moment t [to,7], 
knowing the information which he obtains at that moment, i.e. he ap- 

plies feed-back (closed-loop) control strategies of the form I~ - -  

uC ). 

The aim of X is to minimize the functional 

J= FC CT ,  jCr)), 
where F is a given function. The player Y counteracts X 

and realizes his control in the form of time functions ~Y~). It is 

clear that control ~(~)must be given on the interval [0(~o), T] . 

Thus, if X and Y choose certain fixed strategy ~CZ~) and 

control ~(~), then the value:~,~)can be calculated, in prin- 

ciple, in the following way. The time function ~(~) can be substi- 

tuted in the second equation (I.I) and this equation can be integrated 

on ~ 0C~)T] with initial condition (I.2). Substituting the fun- 

ction ~(~(~)) in the strategy~tJ) and, further,~(~) in the 

first equation (I.I), one can obtain the trajectory ~)CC~) , ~ 

[to,T], with initial point (I°2). Hence, the values ~),~(~) 

and, therefore, the value of functional (I.3) are known. Note, that 

to construct the t ra jec to ry  o f X  on [ t o , T ]  one needs the t ra jectory 
of Y on in te rva l  [ ~ ( t ~ ,  O(T) ]  . 

We consider only such functions ~/~(Zo~), ~Y(t) , which define 

a unique absolutely continuous solution of (I.I). Considering the game 

(I.I)-(I.3) from the point of view of X , we state the following 

problem of differential game. 

Problem I. Find the optimal guaranteeing strategy ~* of the 

player X , i.e. the minimax strategy, which satisfies the equality 

where min and sup are taken among the above described strategies~L(?~) 

and control functions ~(~)o The information conditions of ~ are 

not essential for problem I. 

2. The equivalent Eame with complete informat!o ~. Let us show 
now that the problem I is equivalent to some game with standard infor- 

mation conditions. Consider the dynamic equation of Y , corresponding 
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to some control VCt), t~ [~Cto)T] Zntroduoe the notation: Z<t): 
~(0(~)) , b~[to,T] . For the derivative of vector-function ~(~) 

we have the equality Z-- ~6~/0~@ , which we can write by means of 

equation (I.I) in the form 

~= ~.~.(eC~), zC~}, "5"C~)), (2.z) 
where ~¢~)denotes Q~(e(~)) . The functional (I.3) for the new game is 

constructed in the following way. Obtaining at the moment T the 

information about the phase-vector ~(~(T))= ~(T), the player 

can conclude that the phase-vector ~(T)belongs to domain G (ZCT) , 

6)( 'T) ,  T) . Here ~(Z, t ,!) denotes the domain attainable at the mo- 

ment ~ for the object ~ from (I.I), provided that at the moment 

t his phase-vector is equal to ~ . We define now the functional 

~ G CZCT), ~¢T),T) 
We introduce a new game, defined by relations 

X .  ~ : / ¢ ~ , ~ ,  ~), y .  i = e.~(e(~),z,~), 
i; ~ [~oT], acC~o):ac: zc~U, Z(to)= 3..3; ~ V, (~.3) 

and by the functional (2.2). The player X in this game can observe 

set of quantities ~= { t, oCC~)~(~)J at each moment t 6 [to~T] 

and applies strategies of the form ~ = ~(~) . The problem of find- 

ing the optimal guaranteeing strategy in the game (2.3), (2.2) with 

complete information is equivalent to the original problem I. This 

statement is evident from the previous constructions. Both games have 

the same optimal value of the minimized functional. For the particular 

cases of function 0 ( { )  these problems were considered earlier in the 

p a p e r s  [ I - 5 ] .  

I f  we take @(~) = t - ~  , ~ : corPSe. , we o b t a i n  d i f f e r e n t i a l  
games with constant delay of information. The equivalence of such games 

to certain games with complete information was shown in the paper [ I], 

In the paper [2 ] some examples for OCt) = t- ~ were considered. 

Papers [3-5~ are devoted to the games in which the player X 

observes his partner's phase-vector only on time intervals [(~L,~] , 

t-- i , . . . ,  N , a , :  to , ~ = T , 6; < 0~L,i , ~,: i ,  . . .  ~ N - i  . These 
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games can be considered as a limiting case of the games of section I 

with the following 0 (t) : 

O(~):t, ter_o~,4], t=4...,#, 
eCt)= b:, ~ ~ (8~, (z~+~), g = ~, . . . , # - t .  

The intervals [~t, ~] can be either fixed or chosen by the first 

player (the problem of optimal observations) or chosen by the second 

player (the problem of optimal information noise). In the last two cases 

it is natural to constrain the number or the total time of observations 

or noises (see ref. [3-5] ), Some examples of the problems of these 

types are given below. 

3. Examples. a) Let the relations (I.I) on the interval [O~TJ 
for objects X and y of the same type have one of two forms 

o 

~(o>: ~'~ ~(o)=~-. 

@ 

# = ~, I~1 <~ i) (3.2) 

~j(oj:/j; #(o>--~; #>~0,  
i.e. both objects are controlled either by their velocities or by their 

accelerations. We consider the set of observation moments to con- 

sist of /~ discrete moments of observations (~ : to =~ ~ ~ 

...~ ~#--- T . The functional (I.3) is of the form 

S = I ~T) - ~('m> I. (3.3) 

We consider the problem of finding the distribution of moments ~I 

which is optimal for the player X (in the sense of minimum of (3.3))° 

The equivalent game with complete information in this case is a mul- 

tistep game, and it can be solved analytically by means of dynamic pro- 

gramming (see ref. [3], [4]). As the result we obtain the following 

formulas for optimal moments of observations in the games (3'I),(3.2) 

respectively 

a~= T.~C.(k, O, 
< i, 

(3.4) 

The formulas for the minimal value of functional (3.3) guaranteed for 

the player X also were obtained. For instance, in the game (3.I) we 

have 
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b) Definition. A set ~ of moments of observations belonging 

to the interval ~ to~ is called a sufficient observation set for a 

given initial position, if the observations on ~ guarantee for the 

player ~ the same result (in the sense of the functional (I.3)) as 

the continuous observations on the interval ~ ~o, ~ , 

The explicit formulas obtained permit us to find in the prob- 

lems (3.I), (3.2) the minimal sufficient observation sets. For some 

initial positions these sets consist of a finite number of observation 

moments. Note, that a denumerable set of moments of observations ~, 

~= ~, ~.~... , obtained from (3.4) by setting ~-* ~ , with a point 

of condensation at ~ = ~ is a sufficient set for all initial posi- 

tions. 

c) We assume now, that the terminal moment T in the games 

(3.I), (3.2) is not fixed and is defined by the following capture con- 

dition: 10C~T)- ~T)I~ , ~0 . The player X desires to minimize 

the time of pursuit ~ ° It can be shown that observing the object 
× Y Y at a finite number of moments the player can capture 

during the same optimal time as in the corresponding games with infor- 

mation. The minimal sufficient number of moments of observations for 

(3oi) depends on initial position as follows 

I- 
where the square brackets denote the greatest integer. A similar for- 

mula holds for the game (3.2) (see ref. ~). 

d) Let the motion of players X and 7 during the fixed time 

interval ~0,T~be described by the following equations 

= I l i, l l <i, 
and the player X minimize the functional (3.3)- Using the technique 

of equivalent games, one can show, that a sufficient observation set 

for all initial positions has a unique point of condensation which is 

equal to ~ = T-~ when T~ ~ and to ~ = 0 , when T ~  . Consi- 

dering the game from the point of view of maximizing player Y , 

we find out that to guarantee for Y the maximum value of functional 

(3.3) it is necessary and sufficient to observe the position of X 
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at two moments of time= 0 and T-{ ( ~  ~ ) (see ref. [5]). 

e) Let the set of moments of observations be chosen by the player 

Y . It means that the player Y can switch on the noise which eli- 

minate~the observations made by the player ~ ° The problem is to find 

the optimal distribution of intervals of noise ( ~ , ~+{ ), ~ = ~ ," 

• .~-~ , during which the observations for ~ are impossible. The 

total duration of these intervals is equal to ~ . A number of spe- 

cific problems of that type was considered. In these problems it occur- 

red that the optimal set of noise intervals consists only of one in- 

terval of the total length ~ , i.e. the noise is concentrated in one 

time interval. In different cases this interval is situated at the be- 

gin~!ug, at the end of or inside the interval of motion. 

f) Consider an example from ref. [2] with @(~):~-~, V : const., 

i.e. the player X receives the information about his partner's phase 

vector with constant delay ~ . Let the motion of players be described 

by the equation and limitations (3.2) and the game be finished as soon 

as the condition IO¢(W)-y(T)Ig~ holds. The player X desires to 

minimize the time of pursuit T . Using the technique of section I, 

it was shown that the capture is available for X from any initial 

position if the inequality (~-~)/i~ ~ V~(~'~) holds. Putting ~=O 

we obtain the well-known condition of capture ~ ~ for the game with 

complete information. A number of other examples can be found in the 

references given below. 
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